An assessment of local hyperthermia in clinical practice.
A total of 116 small superficial tumours have been treated by radiation alone, hyperthermia alone, or radiation and hyperthermia combined in a Phase I/II study. Most tumours were metastases or local recurrences of adenocarcinoma of breast but other histologies were involved including melanoma. Hyperthermia was delivered predominantly by microwaves, but radiofrequency and ultrasound methods were also used. Rigorous thermal dosimetry, based on measurements from invasive multipoint thermocouple arrays, has shown that 58 per cent of hyperthermal treatments reached a minimum dose within tumour equivalent to 20 min at 43 degrees C (minEq43); 24 per cent reached at least 60 minEq43. Minima of 20 minEq43 were achieved successfully on every intended occasion in a quarter of the 75 tumours heated, and on one/two occasions in 39; unfortunately, this minimum threshold was not reached at any point monitored at any hyperthermia session in 17(23 per cent) tumours. Tumours that received radiation and effective hyperthermia were more likely to disappear completely (CR rate 86 per cent) than those that were irradiated but inadequately heated (CR rate 35 per cent) (P less than 0.001) or were treated by the same doses of radiation alone (CR rate 35 per cent) (P less than 0.05). This improvement with hyperthermia became more apparent with suboptimal radiation doses. A small but measurable growth delay was imposed by heat alone with a poor complete response rate (11 per cent). The real-time use of a thermal dose unit in clinical practice facilitates hyperthermal treatment comparisons and provides an important parameter for checking the technical performance of a heat delivery system. The results of this study emphasizes the need for improvements in intratumour temperature distribution, in order to establish minimum threshold temperatures to enhance tumour response rates.